Kdenlive 0.8.2.1

Kdenlive 0.8.2.1 for Mandriva 2011.0 and 2010.2.

For 2010.2 we also provide the needed release of mlt (0.7.6).

Kdenlive is a free open-source video editor for GNU/Linux and FreeBSD, which supports DV,
AVCHD and HDV editing. Its goal is to bring easy and powerfull video editing to your KDE
Desktop.

Modern filmakers need to mix different kinds of media, including video, audio and images.
Kdenlive is built upon MLT and ffmpeg frameworks, which provide unique features to mix
virtually any kind of media.
Mix different media without prior import:
* Any Video, audio or image files supported by Kdenlive.
* Custom profiles including resolutions, frame rates, PAR and DAR.
* Support for a wide range of codecs and formats:
mpeg2, mp4 and h264 video;
mp2, mp3 and ac3 audio;
lossless video (SNOW lossless codec, etc ...);
free video (Ogg vorbis, etc ...).

Support for a wide range of camcorders and cameras, including:
* low resolution camcorder (Raw and AVI DV editing);
* small cameras and camcorders;
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* high resolution camcorder files, including HDV and AVCHD camcorders;
* professional camcorders, including XDCAM-HD™ streams, IMX™ (D10)
streams, DVCAM (D10) , DVCAM, DVCPRO™, DVCPRO50™ streams and
DNxHD™ streams (decoding only, encoding untested).
Please note that Kdenlive does not offer the original codecs, but only that we use FFmpeg free
software codecs, which can read original streams and sometimes export as well.
Multitrack edition with a timeline and unlimited number of video and audio tracks.
Video and audio tracks organized in layers.
Tools to create, move, crop and delete video clips, audio clips, text clips and image clips.
Configurable keyboard shortcuts and interface layouts.
A wide range of effects and transitions. Ability to add custom effects and transitions.
Non-blocking rendering using a rendering separate application. Stop, pause and restart
rendering. Continue to work on your project without any possible loss of data.

Homepage:
http://www.kdenlive.org

Changelog (from release 0.8.2):

* Fix title text oultine transparency not working.
* Make titler window fit on smaller resolutions (1024x768).
* Fix corruption when undoing and redoing a transition add + move.
* Fix possible crash in thumbnails.
* Fix possible crashes in clip transcoding and improve feedback when failing.
* Various small optimizations (unnecessary clip reloads).
* Fix timecode widget hard to edit and sometimes giving random values.
* Workaround locale issue happening when system C locale and Qt's locale
did not give the same numeric separator.
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* Fix audio thumbnail concurrency issue.
* Fix various video thumbnails issues (don't load several times the same
thumb, load all of them, ...).
* Fix crash when opening a file dialog on KDE * Fix various proxy issues (missing extension,
concurrency, disabling broken
proxy, ...).
* Fix startup crash caused by invalid parsing of v4l data.
* Fix project tree disabled after loading some projects / creating new one.
* Fix corrupted timeline / monitor timecode.
* Fix search path for Luma files when missing.

Screenshots:
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Porting:
Build:
GvM
GvM
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